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Pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) manage the drug benefits for over ninety percent of Americans with prescription drug coverage. However, conflicts of interest inherent in the PBM business model create perverse incentives for drug price increases. The most significant conflict of interest arises from manufacturer rebates paid to PBMs. PBMs negotiate rebates from drug manufacturers in exchange for giving the manufacturers' drugs preferred status on a health plan’s formulary. Because the rebates paid to PBMs are typically a percentage of a drug’s list price, drug makers are pressured to increase list prices in order to satisfy PBMs’ demands for higher rebates. Although a portion of the increasing rebate dollars may eventually find its way to patients in the form of lower co-pays, many patients still suffer from the list prices increases. This Article analyzes various proposals to rein in PBM rebates and asserts that, compared to the other proposals, a partial point-of-sale rebate system maintains many of the benefits of selective contracting while minimizing incentives to increase drug list prices.
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INTRODUCTION

In the debate over drug prices, policymakers are only beginning to understand the critical role of pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs). PBMs currently manage the drug benefits for over ninety percent of Americans with prescription drug coverage. They employ various tools meant to lower drug costs for their health plan or employer clients. However, their role as the middlemen between drug manufacturers, pharmacies, and drug plans also creates significant conflicts of interest. Under their current business model, PBMs’ profit incentive often conflicts with efforts to minimize drug costs for drug plans and beneficiaries and, instead, can lead to higher drug prices for all patients.

The most significant conflict of interest arises from manufacturer rebates paid to PBMs. PBMs negotiate rebates from drug manufacturers in exchange for giving the manufacturers’ drugs preferred status on a health plan’s formulary. A formulary is a list of preferred drugs for different medical conditions for which the plan will provide coverage. Because formulary status can significantly increase the sales of a drug, manufacturers compete intensely for formulary status and offer to pay significant rebates and fees to PBMs to have their drugs listed on the formulary.

The current formulary-for-rebate arrangement between PBMs and manufacturers is a form of selective contracting that has been employed in the provision of health care since the 1980s. Selective contracting involves exclusive arrangements between insurers and medical providers under which the insurer channels patients to the provider in exchange for the provider offering significantly discounted prices. These
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3 See discussion infra Part II.
PHARMACY BENEFIT MANAGERS, REBATES, AND DRUG PRICES

arrangements between health insurers and doctors and hospitals have been found to reduce the cost of health care for both insurers and patients. Similarly, selective contracting between PBMs and drug manufacturers has generated significant rebates that could be used to lower the cost of drugs. Because the rebates are paid retrospectively, however, the savings from selective contracting often do not make it to the patients who need them most. Moreover, the current rebate system has created a perverse incentive for manufacturers to increase drug list prices.

Because the rebates paid to PBMs are typically a percentage of a drug's list price, PBMs have an incentive to select more expensive drugs for formulary status. They also have the incentive to encourage drug list-price increases (or at least to discourage decreases) in order to increase their profits. In fact, evidence suggests that drug manufacturers are increasing drug list prices in order to satisfy PBMs' demands for higher rebates. Over half of the increase in drug list prices from 2012 to 2016 was paid to PBMs as higher rebates, and the value of rebates paid to PBMs doubled over this period. Drug makers assert that they are pressured to increase drug list prices out of fear that, if they do not, PBMs will retaliate by dropping their drugs from the formularies.

Although a portion of the increasing rebate dollars may eventually find its way to patients in the form of lower co-pays, many patients still suffer from the list-price increases. The 29 million Americans without drug plan coverage pay more for their medications when list prices increase. Even patients with insurance typically have cost-sharing obligations that require them to pay between thirty and forty percent of list prices. Moreover, insured patients within the deductible phase of their drug plan pay the entire higher list price until they meet their deductible. Higher list prices jeopardize patients' health as well as their finances; as out-of-pocket costs for drugs increase, patients are less likely to adhere to their medication routine and more likely to abandon their drug regimen altogether.

4. See discussion infra Part I.
6. Id.
This Article analyzes various proposals to rein in PBM rebates including efforts to completely eliminate rebates, proposals to decouple rebates from list prices, efforts to impose a fiduciary duty on PBMs, and proposals to replace the current after-purchase rebate system with point-of-sale rebates. It asserts that, compared to the other proposals, a point-of-sale rebate system maintains many of the benefits of selective contracting while minimizing incentives to increase drug list prices. Under this system, rebates would be passed through to the patient at the pharmacy counter, or “point-of-sale,” to reduce out-of-pocket spending. Thus, this would maintain the current rebate-for-formulary arrangements between drug manufacturers and drug plans, which generate significant rebate payments that lower the net price of drugs, but it would ensure that these rebates actually save patients money rather than end up in the hands of PBMs. Moreover, because PBMs would not retain rebates, they would have no incentive to promote higher list prices. Slower growth in list prices would benefit all patients—both insured and uninsured—by reducing out-of-pocket drug spending.

Specifically, this Article argues that the best approach is a partial point-of-sale rebate system in which some sizable portion, but not all, of the total rebate is applied at the point of sale to reduce patient out-of-pocket spending. Drug manufacturers would then pay the remaining balance to drug plans at the end of the period. This system would maximize the benefits of selective contracting because the end-of-period rebates could be based on whether the drug plan’s members generated significant revenue for the manufacturers. In addition, a partial point-of-sale system would protect competitively sensitive information about the total rebates negotiated between drug makers and PBMs because the end-of-period rebates would not be visible to market competitors.

In February 2019, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) issued a proposed rule that would have established a point-of-sale rebate system in Medicare Part D and Medicaid. Although the proposal was eventually withdrawn for political reasons, the growing popularity of point-of-sale rebates makes it critical for policymakers to understand both the rationale and the potential pitfalls of the system.
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8. See discussion infra Part II.

I. BACKGROUND ON PBMS

Many private sector entities, such as employers, HMOs, and unions, that provide medical insurance also offer prescription drug coverage to their members. These entities typically hire pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) to manage the prescription drug benefits for their members and to act as the middlemen among the drug plan, pharmacies, and drug manufacturers. Over ninety percent of Americans with prescription drug coverage receive their benefits through a PBM.10

PBMs provide various services to their drug plan clients. PBMs originated in the 1970s and 1980s as intermediaries that simply processed the prescription drug claims of their clients. This process involves verifying drug coverage when a consumer presents a prescription at a pharmacy, determining which drug within the therapeutic class is covered by the consumer’s plan, establishing the consumer’s co-pay, seeking payment from the drug plan after the prescription is filled, and reimbursing the pharmacy for dispensing the drug.11 Over the years, the role of PBMs has evolved to include many activities beyond simple claims processing. For example, PBMs often require that pharmacies substitute generic drugs for brand-name drugs when clinically appropriate, a tool that has successfully reduced drug spending.12 Some PBMs employ prior authorization programs that require the PBM or drug plan to approve the dispensing of certain drugs.13 Others use step-therapies that limit members’ access to certain
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drugs until they have tried lower cost alternatives.\textsuperscript{14} Many PBMs employ mail-order pharmacies (their own or independent) and encourage members to fill prescriptions for ongoing, chronic conditions at a discounted price through the mail-order pharmacies.\textsuperscript{15} Similarly, many PBMs own specialty pharmacies and direct plan members to the pharmacies with deeper discounts than are offered at non-PBM-owned pharmacies.\textsuperscript{16}

In addition, PBMs use selective contracting to negotiate lower drug prices with both pharmacies and drug manufacturers. Selective contracting has been a common practice in the provision of health care since the 1980s.\textsuperscript{17} In medical services, selective contracting involves contractual arrangements among insurers and health care providers that give covered individuals a financial incentive to obtain health care from a limited panel of providers. For example, insurers create plans such as health maintenance organizations (HMOs) that form exclusive arrangements with physicians, hospitals, and other health care providers to whom the HMO will steer patients. Health care providers compete for the exclusive agreements, and the increased revenues they bring, by offering health services at discounted prices. A substantial body of empirical research has shown that selective contracting by managed care plans such as HMOs has lowered the prices that both insurers and patients pay for health care.\textsuperscript{18}

Selective contracting has now extended from medical services to prescription drug coverage. Just as physicians, hospitals, and other health care providers have competed to be part of exclusive networks of covered providers for over thirty years, pharmacies now compete to be included in exclusive networks of pharmacies.\textsuperscript{19} PBMs enter these exclusive arrangements with a limited number of retail pharmacies, creating a “pharmacy network,” and then steer drug plan members to

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{14} Id.
\bibitem{15} Id. at 23-40.
\bibitem{17} See Michael A. Morrissey, Competition in Hospital and Health Insurance Markets: A Review and Research Agenda, 36 Health Services Res. 191, 192, 195 (2001).
\bibitem{18} See id. at 192; G. A. Melnick et al., The Effects of Market Structure and Bargaining Position on Hospital Prices, 11 J. Health Econ. 217 (1992).
\end{thebibliography}
these in-network pharmacies with the promise of lower prices. The pharmacies, eager to be part of an exclusive network that will provide access to significant sales, compete aggressively to be included in the network by offering price discounts for filling prescriptions. Evidence confirms that PBMs' use of selective contracting in pharmacy networks has lowered the cost of prescription drugs.\(^{20}\)

Similarly, PBMs use selective contracting to negotiate favorable rebates from drug manufacturers. They work with their drug plan clients to create a list of preferred drugs for different medical conditions, called a “formulary,” for which the plan will provide coverage. Much like the PBM directs members to in-network pharmacies, it steers members to formulary drugs by offering incentives such as lower copayments. Because formulary status can significantly increase the sales of a drug, manufacturers compete intensely for formulary status and offer to pay significant rebates and fees to PBMs to have their drugs listed on the formulary.\(^{21}\) The rebate calculation for a specific drug, which is typically some percentage of the drug’s list price plus an additional amount if certain market-share thresholds are met, is specified well in advance of a patient’s purchase of the drug.\(^{22}\) However, the drug maker pays the rebate to the PBM long after the drug is purchased and paid for. On average, manufacturers pay rebates of between ten and twenty percent


\(^{21}\) See Letter from Fed. Trade Comm’n to Assembly Member Greg Aghazarian, California General Assembly, 6-7 (September 7, 2004), http://www.ftc.gov/be/V040027.pdf [https://perma.cc/8EKR-5WWM].

of total drug revenues. However, some manufacturers pay rebates as high as fifty percent while other manufacturers pay nothing.

Figure 1 illustrates the selective contracting agreements that take place between PBMs, on the one hand, and pharmacies and manufacturers on the other. It also depicts the arrangements between PBMs and their drug plan clients. Beyond claims processing and other services, PBMs may provide to drug plans discounted drug prices that they negotiate from pharmacies and a share of the rebates that they negotiate from manufacturers. In exchange, PBMs receive various forms of payment that may include fees from drug plans, a share of rebates they retain, and the difference between the price charged to the drug plan every time a drug is dispensed and the price paid to the dispensing pharmacy (called the “spread”).


24. Id.
Figure 1: PBM Arrangements with Pharmacies, Manufactures, and Drug Plans

Figure 2 illustrates the basic flow of money and prescription drugs among PBMs, drug plans, retail pharmacies, manufacturers, and the individuals covered by the drug plan. The dollar flows are represented by the solid arrows, and the flows of prescription drugs are represented by the dashed arrows. Note that prescription drugs flow only from manufacturer to pharmacy to individuals—PBMs never take possession.

25 Figure 1 presents the basic set of arrangements. Often there are drug wholesalers involved.
Figure 2: Flow of Payments and Prescription Drugs

The rebates generated from PBMs' selective contracting with drug manufacturers could be used to reduce overall drug spending. For example, in 2018, average drug list prices increased by an average of 5.7%. However, after considering rebates and discounts, net drug prices increased by only 1.5%.\textsuperscript{26} Moreover, many manufacturers reported no increase, or even a decrease, in net prices despite the fact that the list prices for their drugs increased.\textsuperscript{27} As shown in Figure 3, the differential between the growth in list prices and net prices has persisted for years. As a result, whereas drug spending calculated at invoice prices has increased by sixty percent since 2007, net drug spending


after discounts and rebates has only increased by thirty-six percent. However, whether the slower growth in net drug spending ultimately benefits patients depends on whether PBMs pass along rebates to drug plans and whether the drug plans use the rebates to lower premiums or co-pays for covered members.

Figure 3: Increases in Drug List Prices versus Net Prices after Rebates and Discounts

The more drug plan members a PBM represents, the more effectively it can harness the buying clout of members to negotiate rebates from drug manufacturers and discounts from pharmacies. This reliance on member numbers has incentivized significant consolidation in the PBM industry. In 2012, the Federal Trade Commission indicated that there were “at least ten significant competitors” in the PBM industry when approving the merger of two large PBMs. However, by 2017, the
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top three PBMs—Cigna’s Express Scripts, CVS Health’s Caremark, and UnitedHealth’s OptumRx—managed sixty-six percent of all prescription claims, and accounted for about seventy percent of the $370 billion in revenues generated by the PBM market.

The consolidation among PBMs and the resulting increases in PBMs’ market power have dramatically changed the landscape of the pharmaceutical market. In the 1970s, most prescription drugs were prescribed by physicians that were largely insensitive to price, perfunctorily filled by pharmacists, and paid for by consumers or third-party payors that had little influence over the drug chosen or the price paid. As a consequence, physicians primarily decided which drugs patients took, drug manufacturers decided on the drugs’ prices, and patients decided which pharmacies to visit. In contrast, the market for prescription drugs today is one in which the PBMs and drug plans now have enormous control over which drugs consumers take, what they pay for the drugs, and which pharmacies they use. Patients primarily take only the drugs that are on the PBM-created formulary; drug prices are determined by intense negotiations between PBMs, drug manufacturers, and pharmacies; and patients primarily visit only the pharmacies in the PBM-established pharmacy network.

PBMs’ significant influence in the pharmaceutical market is exhibited by the share of total drug spending captured by these entities.


34. Id.
In 2015, brand manufacturers that actually develop new drugs, go through the arduous and expensive FDA approval process, bear the risk of drug failures, and produce and market approved drugs received only thirty-nine percent of the gross national spending on drugs. \(^{35}\) In contrast, forty-two percent of gross spending was captured by PBMs, health plans, and supply-chain entities, such as pharmacies and wholesalers. \(^{36}\) Moreover, with their increasing market power, PBMs have been able to claim an increasing share of total drug spending while drug manufacturers’ share of spending has steadily declined. \(^{37}\) As a result, PBMs now realize larger revenues than most drug manufacturers even though they engage in almost no innovation, bear little risk, and, unless they own a mail-order or specialty pharmacy, do not even take possession of drugs. \(^{38}\) Indeed, in 2018, the companies owning the three largest PBMs—Express Scripts, CVS Health’s Caremark, and UnitedHealth’s OptumRx—ranked in the top twenty-five companies on the Fortune 500 list with annual revenues over $100 billion. \(^{39,40}\) In contrast, most of the largest drug manufacturers earn less than $50 billion. \(^{41}\)
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\(^{36}\) *Id.*

\(^{37}\) *Id.* at 6.


\(^{41}\) *Id.*
II. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST IN THE PBM BUSINESS MODEL

Although each contractual arrangement between a PBM and its drug plan client is unique, PBMs generally earn money in four different ways. First, the drug plans typically pay various administrative fees to the PBMs for processing the prescription drug claims of their members.42 Second, PBMs that operate their own mail order or specialty pharmacies are reimbursed for dispensing drugs in the same way that retail pharmacies are reimbursed.43 Third, PBMs earn money by charging the drug plan a higher price for dispensed drugs than they reimburse the pharmacy—the difference is called the “spread.”45 Fourth, PBMs receive rebates or fees from drug manufacturers in exchange for inclusion in the drug formulary.46 PBMs often pass along a portion of the rebates to their health plan clients, but research shows that PBMs also keep a sizable share for themselves.47

Unlike anyone else in the prescription drug supply chain, PBMs engage in pricing negotiations with almost every other entity—manufacturers, drug plans, and pharmacies. This central role, and the fact that the details of the pricing negotiations are typically kept secret, create significant conflicts of interest as PBMs attempt to maximize their profits in every negotiation. Although there is evidence that PBMs’ ability to harness the buying clout of millions of plan members initially constrained drug spending, new research shows that PBMs’ growing role in the distribution chain may actually be inflating drug costs.48 Instead, PBM consolidation and their resulting increase in market power have enabled these entities to profit from the conflicts of interest in the

42. Garrett & Garis, supra note 11, at 37.
43. Id.
44. Id.
46. Garrett & Garis, supra note 11, at 37.
current business model, potentially harming both drug plans and patients.

These conflicts of interest arise from several different sources. One of the most obvious conflicts arises from PBMs’ ownership of mail-order and specialty pharmacies. Ownership of substitutes for retail pharmacies gives PBMs the incentive to aggressively channel plan members to their own pharmacies, potentially to the detriment of plan members. An early 2003 study by the U.S. General Accounting Office found that drug prices at PBM-owned mail order pharmacies were lower than at retail pharmacies.49 However, critics have more recently argued that, when patients use PBMs’ own pharmacies, the PBMs have the incentive to switch plan members to higher-cost drugs or away from generic drugs so the PBMs can earn higher manufacturer rebates.50 Some PBMs have been criticized for not passing along to drug plans or plan members the volume discounts they receive by ordering drugs in bulk at the mail-order pharmacies.51 Critics also argue that PBMs are harming competition by narrowing plan members’ retail pharmacy options as they redirect customers to the PBM-owned pharmacies.52 Indeed, several retail pharmacies have filed suits against PBMs for these allegedly anticompetitive practices.53

Another conflict of interest arises from the common practice of spread pricing. PBMs typically negotiate with their drug plan clients to keep the spread between the price charged to the drug plan every time a drug is dispensed and the price paid to the dispensing pharmacy. Drug plans agree to a price they are willing to pay for a drug, and if the PBM can negotiate a lower dispensing price with a pharmacy, the drug plans generally allow the PBM to pocket the difference, even though the plans are kept in the dark about the size of the difference.54 Drug plans assume that allowing PBMs to keep the spread is a way to facilitate

51 U.S. SENATE COMM. ON FIN. MINORITY STAFF, supra note 16, at 43.
53 Id.
payment to a PBM without having to make the payment themselves. However, spread pricing agreements restrict savings that could be passed on to drug plans and their members to reduce overall drug spending. The spreads, and thus the potential savings, can be considerable. For example, one of Express Scripts’ clients discovered that the PBM was paying a pharmacy $26.91 to fill a prescription for a generic antibiotic for which it charged the client $92.53.55 In another recent example, CVS Caremark billed a client $198.22 for a drug for which it reimbursed the pharmacy only $5.73.56 Moreover, a recent study found that spreads are growing, meaning that patients and plans are missing out on an increasing share of negotiated savings.57

“Gag” clauses have, until recently, constituted another conflict of interest arising from contracts between PBMs and pharmacies. In some instances, a patient’s standard co-pay is higher than the out-of-pocket cost of a drug at a pharmacy. Gag clauses are contract provisions that prevent pharmacists from telling patients when they could pay less for a drug by not billing it to their insurance. When patients pay the higher co-pay, PBMs pocket the difference between the co-pay and the drug cost, called the “clawed back” amount.58 A 2018 study found that, for twenty-three percent of filled prescriptions, patients pay a co-pay that is higher than the out-of-pocket cost of a drug.59 Moreover, for nine of the twenty most commonly prescribed drugs, patients overpay the higher co-pay amount for over forty percent of the filled prescriptions. As a result of gag clauses, patients often spend more on drugs than they would if they were informed of lower drug prices.

57. Id.
The most significant conflict of interest arises from manufacturer rebates paid to PBMs. PBMs negotiate rebates from drug manufacturers in exchange for giving the manufacturers’ drugs preferred formulary status. Favorable placement on the formulary, in turn, channels more customers to the drugs and increases manufacturers’ overall profits because of higher volume sales. Rebates are thus the product of selective contracting negotiations with drug manufacturers. However, whereas selective contracting in the provision of medical services produces savings that flow directly to insurers and patients, rebates are paid directly to PBMs. The difference is that there is generally no middle-man equivalent to PBMs in the provision of medical services. Thus, only in selective contracting between drug manufacturers and PBMs are the gains of selective contracting not directly realized by health plans and patients.

PBMs may pass along some of the higher rebates to their drug plan clients that can then use the money to reduce plan costs or lower co-pays for all members. However, the share of rebates retained by PBMs is rarely negotiated or disclosed, even to their drug plan clients, so it is difficult to measure the share that PBMs are retaining. Evidence suggests that rebate-sharing agreements vary dramatically among PBMs and their drug plan clients, with some clients receiving one-hundred percent of rebates and others receiving nothing. Moreover, even in situations where PBMs have agreed to pass on a specific share, they may re-categorize rebates as fees to circumvent rebate-sharing agreements. In fact, critics assert that PBMs designate as much as twenty-five or thirty percent of the negotiated rebates as fees to avoid sharing the rebates.

Critics argue that PBMs design formularies based on which manufacturers offer the PBMs the highest rebates, rather than on which


61. Fein, supra note 47.


drugs are the least expensive for drug plans and their members. In fact, because the rebates paid to PBMs are typically a percentage of a drug’s list price, PBMs have an incentive to select more expensive drugs for formulary status. Moreover, they have the ability to switch out an originally prescribed drug in favor of another drug within the same therapeutic class that has more favorable rebate terms. Indeed, PBMs have paid settlements—Express Scripts paid $36.3 million in 2008 and Medco paid $29.3 million in 2004—to resolve allegations that they switched patients to higher-cost drugs on the formulary in order to realize higher rebates.

Moreover, because rebates are generally calculated as a percentage of list prices, PBMs have the incentive to encourage list price increases (or at least to discourage decreases) in order to increase their profits. In fact, raising list prices is a way drug manufacturers can compete for formulary placement without reducing their profit. For example, consider a drug with a list price of $100 and a PBM-negotiated rebate percentage of forty percent. If the manufacturer needed to compete for formulary status by increasing the rebate paid to the PBM, it could raise the list price to $120 and increase the rebate percentage to fifty percent. Doing so would increase the rebate from $40 to $60, but the drug manufacturer wouldn’t be any worse off; it would retain the same $60.

Critics claim that drug manufacturers are increasing drug list prices to satisfy PBMs’ demands for higher rebates. Indeed, a current class
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action lawsuit and investigations by at least five states’ Attorneys General assert that insulin list prices have increased by at least 270% over the past decade at least in part to allow PBMs to receive larger rebates. In fact, although drug makers have increased list prices, they are paying a larger and larger share of these list prices as rebates. Whereas drug makers paid rebates of 18.5% of drug purchases calculated at the list price in 2012, by 2016, they were paying rebates of 28.2% of list price purchases. Over this time period, rebates more than doubled, and over half of the increase in list price purchases was paid to PBMs as higher rebates. Thus, although drug list prices are increasing, drug makers are keeping a decreasing share of the revenue while PBMs are keeping an increasing share.

Moreover, because of the trend toward increasing rebates, drug makers claim that they feel pressure to keep list prices high despite the public outrage over drug spending. If manufacturers were to lower list prices, the rebates paid to PBMs would decrease. Drug makers assert that PBMs would retaliate for this drop in revenue by eliminating drugs from the formularies. Thus, the only ways drug makers can maintain the trend of increasing rebates are to either increase list prices and/or pay PBMs an even larger share of existing list prices. Indeed, Health and Human Services (HHS) Secretary Alex Azar has identified drug makers’ fear of retaliation from PBMs as a major impediment to reducing drug list prices.

Although a portion of the increasing rebate dollars may trickle down from PBMs to drug plans to insured members, many patients will still suffer from the list-price increases. First, for the almost 29 million Americans without drug plan coverage, the higher drug list prices directly increase their cost of purchasing medicines. However, even insured patients will suffer from higher drug list prices. Most drug plan members have cost-sharing obligations that require them to pay a
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70. Fein, supra note Error: Reference source not found ($59 billion/$318 billion in 2012 is 18.5% and $127 billion/$450 billion in 2016 is 28.2%).
percentage, often between thirty and forty percent, of list prices.\footnote{Kaiser Family Found., supra note Error: Reference source not found.} These patients will pay more when the list price increases. Other insured patients within the deductible phase of their drug plan will pay the entire higher list price until they meet their deductible, which could equate to thousands of out-of-pocket dollars. In the last decade, more and more patients have enrolled in high-deductible plans or plans with significant cost-sharing obligations. As a result, patients are increasingly responsible for all of or a share of the higher drug list prices. In fact, patients’ out-of-pocket spending for drugs under their cost-sharing obligations now accounts for twice the share of total drug spending that it did ten years ago.\footnote{Gary Claxton, Larry Levitt, & Michele Long, Payments for Cost Sharing Increasing Rapidly Over Time, Peterson-Kaiser Health Syst. Tracker (Apr. 12, 2016), https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/brief/payments-for-cost-sharing-increasing-rapidly-over-time [https://perma.cc/R2YS-4W9D].} Similarly, patients’ spending in the deductible phase now accounts for three times the share of total drug spending that it did ten years ago.\footnote{Id.}

Moreover, even if rebates are passed from PBMs to drug plans, and then drug plans pass along some of the savings to members, the rebate dollars are generally not benefiting the patients that need them most. When drug plans do pass along the rebate savings, they generally use them to lower premiums instead of reducing cost-sharing obligations.\footnote{PhRMA, Comments of the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America Concerning HHS Blueprint to Lower Drug Prices and Reduce Out-of-Pocket Costs 1, 19 (2018), https://www.phrma.org/public-communication/rfi-comments-on-hhs-blueprint-to-lower-drug-prices-and-reduce-out-of-pocket-costs [https://perma.cc/8ZEN-V57V].} As a result, the rebate dollars generated from the drug purchases of the members that spend the most on drugs are used to lower premiums for all drug plan members. Hence, the out-of-pocket spending by the sickest patients subsidizes coverage for the other members.

Higher out-of-pocket spending as a result of increasing drug list prices is more than just a financial challenge for patients. It also puts their health at risk. A significant body of evidence establishes that, as out-of-pocket costs for drugs increase, patients are less likely to adhere to their medication routines.\footnote{IMS Institute for Healthcare Informatics, Emergency and Impact of Pharmacy Deductibles: Implications for Patients in Commercial Health Plan 1 (2015); Zarek Brot-Goldberg, et al., What Does A Deductible Do? The Impact of Cost-Sharing on Health Care Prices,} For example, evidence suggests that as...
patients’ out-of-pocket spending for drugs increases by $50, they are four times more likely to abandon their regimens altogether.\textsuperscript{78}

Moreover, increasing concentration in the PBM market has exacerbated the risk that conflicts of interest in the PBM business model harm drug plans and their members. In a more competitive market in which PBMs competed for drug plan clients based on drug pricing and availability, PBMs would have the incentive to share with drug plans the savings they negotiate with drug makers or pharmacies. Failure to do so would reduce a PBM’s competitive position and could result in them losing a client to another PBM that did pass along these savings. However, as competition in the PBM market declines, so too does the incentive to share savings with drug plans and their members in order to compete on the basis of drug price. Instead, PBMs’ role as the middlemen between drug makers, pharmacies, and drug plans creates significant conflicts of interest. As the Administrator for the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services recently said, PBMs’ role “makes it unclear who they’re actually aligned with.”\textsuperscript{79} Ultimately, the profit incentive for PBMs is in direct conflict with efforts to minimize drug costs for drug plans and beneficiaries and, instead, leads to higher drug prices for all patients.

III. POSSIBLE AREAS OF REFORM

A number of reforms have been proposed over the years to mitigate the conflicts of interest inherent in the PBM business model. Recently, the Patients Right to Know Drug Prices Act prohibits gag clauses and mandates that pharmacies cannot be penalized for informing patients

\begin{flushleft}
\begin{small}

\textsuperscript{78} William Shrank et al., \textit{The Epidemiology of Prescriptions Abandoned at the Pharmacy}, 153 ANNALS OF INTERNAL MED. 633 (2010).

\end{small}
\end{flushleft}
when cash prices are less than insurance co-pays.\textsuperscript{80} Enactment of this federal bill prohibiting gag clauses nationwide ensures that patients no longer pay higher prices at the pharmacy because PBMs hope to pocket the difference between lower cash prices and higher co-pays.

Future reforms should target PBM compensation schemes in order to better align incentives between PBMs, drug plans, and patients. PBMs can and do provide a valuable service to their drug plan clients by selectively contracting with drug makers and pharmacies. However, some of the current ways in which PBMs are compensated create significant conflicts of interest. Reforms should preserve as many benefits of the PBM business model as they can, while minimizing the perverse incentives that can harm drug plans and patients.

\textbf{A. Increased Transparency and Disclosure Requirements}

One of the most frequent criticisms levied at PBMs involves the lack of transparency about their business practices. Critics argue that, because PBMs do not reveal the nature of their negotiations with other entities in the pharmaceutical market, their drug plan clients do not know how much they are benefiting from their arrangements with PBMs.\textsuperscript{81} PBMs rarely disclose the rebates they receive from manufacturers, and in situations in which they’ve agreed to share rebate information, the PBMs may recategorize rebates as fees to circumvent disclosure obligations.\textsuperscript{82} Proponents of increasing PBMs’ disclosure obligations contend that more transparency about the amount and nature of manufacturer rebates would ensure that the middlemen are acting in the best interest of their drug plan clients.\textsuperscript{83} They argue that requiring public disclosure of rebates and other price concessions will both inform drug plan clients

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{81}Office of the Inspector Gen., U.S. Dep’t. of Health and Hum. Servs., Concerns with Rebates in the Medicare Part D Program, ii (2011), https://oig.hhs.gov/oei/reports/oei-02-08-00050.pdf [https://perma.cc/KV3T-GA2C] (“The lack of transparency raises concerns that sponsors may not always have enough information to oversee the services and information provided by PBMs.”).
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about PBMs’ sources of profits and allow drug plans to negotiate for a larger share of those profits.\footnote{Carrier, supra note 48.}

Bills requiring more transparency of PBM rebates have stalled at the federal level. For example, the Creating Transparency to Have Drug Rebates Unlocked (C-THRU) Act of 2017, would have required the disclosure of both PBM-negotiated rebates and discounts and the extent to which these rebates and discounts are passed on to drug plan clients.\footnote{Creating Transparency to Have Drug Rebates Unlocked (C-THRU) Act of 2017, S. 637, 115th Cong. (2017).} The bill would have also required PBMs to disclose the amount of the spread, or difference between the price of drugs charged to the drug plan and the price paid to dispensing pharmacies. However, the bill did not make it out of the Senate Finance Committee.

States have had more success in enacting laws requiring disclosure of PBM-negotiated rebates. For example, in 2018, Connecticut and Louisiana enacted bills requiring PBMs to disclose both the amount of rebates received from manufacturers and the portion paid to drug plan clients.\footnote{S.B. 283, 2018 Leg., Reg. Sess. (La. 2018); H.B. 5384, 2018 Gen. Assemb. (Conn. 2018).} In 2017, Nevada enacted a law requiring similar disclosure of the amount of rebates and portion passed on to drug plan clients, but required disclosure only to rebates paid for diabetes drugs.\footnote{S.B. 539, 2017 Leg., 79th Sess. (Nev. 2017).}

PBMs have opposed these reform efforts with arguments that they already disclose information about rebates to the extent that their contracts with individual drug plan clients require it.\footnote{MEDICARE PAYMENT ADVISORY COMM’N, REPORT TO THE CONGRESS: MEDICARE AND THE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM, 426 n. 18 (2017).} Indeed, many contracts between PBMs and their drug plan clients require disclosure and grant audit rights to client drug plans, even without mandatory disclosure regulations.\footnote{See, e.g., FED. TRADE COMM’N, PHARMACY BENEFIT MANAGERS: OWNERSHIP OF MAIL-ORDER PHARMACIES 58 (Aug. 2005), https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/reports/pharmacy-benefit-managers-ownership-mail-order-pharmacies-federal-trade-commission-report/050906pharmbenefitrpt_0.pdf [https://perma.cc/A2CL-8KB9]; Milt Freudenheim, Employers Unite in Effort to Curb Prescription Drug Costs, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 3, 2005), https://www.nytimes.com/2005/02/03/business/employers-unite-in-effort-to-curb-prescription-costs.html [https://perma.cc/H9HX-5MCV]; Milt Freudenheim, Big Employers Join Forces in Effort to Negotiate Lower Drug Prices, N.Y. TIMES (June 12, 2004).}
Moreover, increased transparency could have the unintended consequence of harming competition and raising drug prices. Increased disclosure requirements will increase costs for PBMs as they collect, prepare, and present the new information and hire additional consultants and/or lawyers to help them with the process. PBMs will initially pay these additional costs out of pocket. However, the costs will likely be passed on to drug plans and beneficiaries in the form of increased fees or reduced savings, both of which will increase drug spending. The FTC has acknowledged that additional disclosure “will increase health care costs, and such costs may be reflected in the price of drug plans that health plans are able to offer . . . . the scope of coverage consumers receive under such plans, or the number of consumers who have access to such coverage.”

More importantly, mandatory disclosure will release competitively sensitive information about rebate terms, reducing PBMs’ ability to negotiate significant rebates in the future. When rebate terms are kept private, manufacturers have the incentive to bid aggressively for formulary status by offering significant rebates. Not only are they trying to outbid “unknown” offers, but the manufacturers know that any offers they make to a specific PBM and drug plan will be kept secret. However, when rebate terms are disclosed, this incentive disappears. Any rebate arrangement the manufacturers make will be known by their competitors who can then try to match or outbid them. Moreover, other PBMs and drug plans will know the rebate arrangements the manufacturer has made, and demand similar terms. Indeed, federal antitrust agencies maintain that information sharing among rivals can increase prices because it “can blunt a firm’s incentive to offer customers better deals by undercutting the extent to which such a move
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would win business away from rivals" and "also can enhance a firm's incentive to raise prices, by assuaging the fear that such a move would lose customers to rivals." This will likely have the result of reducing the rebates manufacturers are willing to pay and, in turn, increasing the cost of drugs for drug plans and their members.

Such transparency may even foster tacit collusion among drug makers. The Federal Trade Commission and Department of Justice have concluded that the disclosure of sensitive business information, such as price, can lead to tacit collusion among drug makers: "the sharing of information related to a market in which the collaboration operates or in which the participants are actual or potential competitors may increase the likelihood of collusion on matters such as price . . . ."

B. Imposing a Fiduciary Duty on PBMs

Other proposals have suggested imposing a fiduciary mandate on PBMs. PBMs do not currently have a fiduciary duty to their clients, despite efforts to impose one. The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), overseen by the Department of Labor (DOL), is a federal law that establishes minimum standards for health plans and pension plans in private industry. PBMs do not meet the well-established fiduciary definition under ERISA because they "have no power to make any decisions as to plan policy, interpretations, practices or procedures" and "[do] not have discretionary authority or discretionary control respecting management of the plan, [do] not exercise any authority or control respecting management or disposition of the assets of the plan, and [do] not render investment advice with
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respect to any money or other property of the plan . . . .” Indeed, courts have repeatedly concluded that PBMs are not ERISA fiduciaries and that state laws imposing a fiduciary duty are preempted by ERISA.

However, Congress could reconsider this ERISA preemption and allow states to impose a fiduciary duty on PBMs. Proponents of this proposal contend that a fiduciary duty would ensure that PBMs do not take actions, such as promoting higher list prices, that would have a harmful impact on their clients. Fiduciary status also might prevent PBMs from collecting manufacturer rebates, distributing drugs through their own specialty pharmacies, employing spread pricing that charges a drug plan client a higher price than the reimbursement to the pharmacy, or incorporating gag clauses into pharmacy contracts. In fact, Congress could declare any decision made by a PBM for the primary purpose of increasing its own profits as a breach of fiduciary duty. Doing so could provide broader protection for consumers because it would deter PBMs from finding loopholes to circumvent reforms aimed at specific practices.

However, a fiduciary mandate would have to be implemented in a way that did not create conflicting obligations for PBMs. HHS has indicated that it is considering imposing a fiduciary duty on PBMs to either or both of “the entity for whom they are managing pharmaceutical benefits” (i.e. the drug plan client) and “the ultimate payer” (i.e., consumers). However, in many situations, a heightened duty to PBMs’ drug plan clients would conflict with a heightened duty to the ultimate beneficiaries. For example, certain PBM tools, such as a
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preferred formulary or exclusive pharmacy network, are designed to reduce the total costs paid by the drug plan and all covered members. However, these tools may increase the costs or limit the access for specific members that purchase non-formulary drugs or fill prescriptions at non-network pharmacies.

Moreover, a fiduciary duty could backfire and result in increased drug costs for plans’ consumers. Because fiduciary status would subject PBMs to broader legal liabilities, they likely would take certain defensive measures that would increase prescription drug benefit costs for both drug plans and beneficiaries. For example, the uncertainty and complexity of a new fiduciary status would compel PBMs to increase spending on litigation departments and outside counsel in an effort to understand the implications of their new status. A fiduciary mandate would also increase administrative costs as PBMs revise existing contracts to conform with the new requirements. PBMs would likely pass along these higher litigation, insurance, and administrative costs to drug plans in the form of higher fees or reduced savings. PBMs would also likely decrease the use of certain cost-saving tools to mitigate the risk of lawsuits. For example, they may decrease the use of preferred formularies and exclusive pharmacy networks to reduce the litigation risk that arises from reduced patient access. Similarly, PBMs may be unwilling to use incentives to channel patients to a PBM-owned mail order pharmacy with lower drug costs because those actions could be interpreted as profiting at the expense of their clients. Curtailing these cost-saving tools would also raise drug benefit costs for both drug plans and their members.
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C. Reining in Rebates

One of the most promising avenues for reform involves reducing the rebates paid to PBMs. The current retrospective rebate structure creates perverse incentives for manufacturers to increase drug list prices. Because rebates are typically a percentage of drug list prices, higher list prices produce larger rebates for PBMs. PBMs have the incentive to put drugs that produce larger rebates on the drug formulary. Thus, higher list prices may earn manufacturers placement on drug formularies, channeling more customers to the drugs and increasing manufacturers’ profits.

Efforts to rein in rebates take two general forms. Some proposals aim to eliminate the practice of manufacturers paying rebates to PBMs. Others allow the practice to continue but suggest reforms to ensure that rebates do not increase list prices or impose other harms on drug plans and consumers.

Certain proposals that advocate significant changes to the rebate structure could potentially run afoul of the Medicare Part D “non-interference clause.” The statute establishing the Medicare Part D program provides that the Secretary of HHS “may not interfere with the negotiations between drug manufacturers and pharmacies and PDP sponsors; and may not require a particular formulary or institute a price structure for the reimbursement of covered part D drugs.”

Critics of regulatory reform efforts argue that reforms mandating certain types of pricing or prohibiting specific discounting practices might violate the non-interference clause. For example, as discussed below, regulations replacing the current rebate system with pre-negotiated, fixed price discounts may be deemed an unlawful interference in negotiations. However, reform advocates argue that the rebate system can be modified without violating the non-interference clause. Specifically, administrative reforms that would require a portion of
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rebates be shared with drug plans and/or beneficiaries would not dictate a specific drug price or formulary nor interfere in negotiations between PBMs and drug makers.

1. Eliminating Rebates

Some rebate critics have proposed doing away with rebates altogether. HHS Secretary Alex Azar has argued that “we may need to move toward a system without rebates, where PBMs and drug makers just negotiate fixed-price contracts. Such a system’s incentives, detached from artificial list prices, would likely serve patients far better.”\textsuperscript{111} Similarly, Food and Drug Administration Commissioner Scott Gottlieb has asserted that “one of the dynamics I’ve talked about before that’s driving higher and higher list prices, is the system of rebates between payers and manufacturers . . . . so what if we took on this system directly?”\textsuperscript{112}

HHS has explained that it can effectively eliminate rebates in federal health programs by reducing the protections for rebates under federal anti-kickback laws. Anti-kickback laws prohibit remuneration paid in order to induce the referral of business under Federal health programs like Medicare, Medicaid, and others.\textsuperscript{113} Although this prohibited behavior sounds exactly like a rebate paid for formulary placement in order to channel customers to a drug, PBM rebates are generally exempt from the anti-kickback statute.\textsuperscript{114} In 1999, the Department of Health and Human Services created an exemption from anti-kickback enforcement
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for PBM rebates that are “a discount or other reduction in price obtained
by a provider of services or other entity under a Federal health care
program if the reduction in price is properly disclosed and appropriately
reflected in the costs claimed or charges made by the provider or other
entity under a Federal health care program.”\footnote{115}

In January 2019, the HHS Office of Inspector General released a
Proposed Rule that would eliminate this “safe harbor” exemption from
anti-kickback laws that currently protects manufacturers’ practice of
paying retrospective rebates to PBMs.\footnote{116} The proposal would amend
the existing safe harbor so that it explicitly excludes rebates from
manufacturers paid to PBMs, Medicare Part D plans or Medicaid
managed care plans.

Unlike federal health care programs, HHS has no authority over
commercial plans. Thus, the elimination of the exemption wouldn’t
directly affect rebates in private drug plans. However, disrupting a
critical piece of the PBM business model for a large segment of the U.S.
insurance market—federal health care programs account for over forty
percent of drug spending\footnote{117}—would no doubt have a rippling effect
across other segments. Moreover, HHS has suggested that current OIG
rules may prevent manufacturers from offering rebates to private plans
without offering them to Medicare or Medicaid plans.\footnote{118} Although
questions remain about HHS’s authority to eliminate the rebate safe
harbor exemption,\footnote{119} if the proposal is successful, it would make rebates
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paid under federal health care programs illegal and may also restrict rebates paid to private plans.

Eliminating rebates would transform the way that PBMs are reimbursed and the way that manufacturers compete for formulary status. Presumably, the rebates would be replaced with some other sort of compensation for PBMs and manufacturer concessions for formulary status. HHS would need to ensure that, in whatever new system emerged, PBM compensation was no longer tied to the prices of drugs chosen for the formulary. Otherwise, the perverse incentives to keep list prices high would remain. For example, if manufacturers paid PBMs fees based on the total revenue generated from the PBMs’ drug plan clients, then PBM compensation would continue to be based on list prices (total revenue is price multiplied by quantity sold). PBMs would continue to favor more expensive drugs because they would generate higher revenues and, in turn, higher PBM fees. Alternatively, if drug plans compensated PBMs based on the discounts from the list prices the PBMs could negotiate with manufacturers, then PBM compensation would also be tied to list prices. PBMs would still have the incentive to grant formulary status to drugs with high list prices because there would be more room for PBMs to negotiate larger discounts, increasing the compensation they were paid from drug plans.

2. Decoupling Rebates from List Prices

Other proposals are aimed at altering PBM rebates so that they don’t lead to higher list prices for drug plans and consumers. Several reforms have been proposed. First, some proposals have called for a decoupling of rebates from drug list prices. Because rebates are typically calculated as a percentage of list prices, drug makers have the incentive to increase list prices to meet PBMs’ demand for higher rebates. Regulatory reforms could prohibit rebates based on a percentage of list prices, and instead require that rebates be based on some other measure of market share. For example, PBMs and drug
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makers could agree in advance to a schedule of rebates based on certain market share goal posts. In this scenario, the rebates paid by drug makers would still give PBMs the incentive to channel customers to the formulary drugs, maintaining the traditional formulary status-for-rebate system but decoupling the rebate amount from the list price.

However, a potential problem with this approach is that, even if rebate amounts are disassociated from list prices, drug makers would still be willing to pay higher rebates for drugs that earn them greater revenue. For example, a drug maker might be willing to pay $100 million in rebates for a drug that generates several billion in revenue, but not for a drug that generates $150 million in revenue. Because revenue is simply quantity sold multiplied by the list price, revenue is directly tied to list prices. Thus, the schedule of rebates proposed by drug makers for different drugs would still depend, in part, on list prices, maintaining the incentive for PBMs to prefer drugs with higher list prices for formulary status.

3. Adopting Point-of-Sale Rebates

Finally, some proposals recommend maintaining rebates but changing their structure to ensure that they directly benefit patients. These proposals aim to replace the current after-purchase rebate system with point-of-sale rebates that are passed through at the pharmacy counter to reduce out-of-pocket spending. They assume that PBMs and drug plans could create formularies based on which manufacturers offered the most significant point-of-sale rebates. Thus, this reform would preserve the benefits of selective contracting that generate significant rebates to lower the net price of drugs, but it would also ensure that rebates actually save patients money rather than end up in the hands of PBMs or drug plans.

Moving to a point-of-sale rebate system would also ensure that the sickest patients receive the rebate savings. Whereas current rebate dollars, when they are passed along from PBMs to drug plans to members, are generally used to lower premiums for all beneficiaries, a point-of-sale system would primarily benefit the beneficiaries that buy the most drugs. Incorporating rebate savings into the purchase price of a drug reduces the out-of-pocket spending for any drug plan member filling a prescription, but the sickest patients that buy the most drugs would see the greatest reductions in their total drug spending.121

121 Some commentators have argued that the rebate savings generated by the sickest patients should subsidize all drug plan members because the reverse often occurs with premiums: the premiums of the healthiest members may be used to subsidize the sickest beneficiaries. See, e.g.,
Although a point-of-sale rebate system would not directly benefit the twenty-nine million Americans without drug plan coverage, it would indirectly benefit them by curtailing the rise in drug list prices. Under a point-of-sale system, PBMs would not retain rebates and, thus, would have no incentive to promote higher list prices. If the growth in list prices were to slow, uninsured Americans would benefit because their out-of-pocket drug spending would be significantly reduced.

Because a point-of-sale system would eliminate PBMs' retention of rebates, PBMs would need to be compensated in some other way that continues to incentivize their negotiation of significant point-of-sale rebates from manufacturers. As with the previously discussed proposals to eliminate rebates altogether, the new form of PBM compensation should not be tied to the prices of drugs chosen for the formulary.

Critics of a point-of-sale rebate system argue that passing through all rebates at the point of sale may violate antitrust precedent. In the 1990s, a series of antitrust lawsuits brought by pharmacies against drug makers resulted in the elimination of up-front discounts and the creation of back-end rebates. Prior to this litigation, drug makers often offered discounted prices to HMOs, hospitals, and nursing homes that could influence doctors to channel patients towards specific drugs. In contrast, the drug makers offered no such discounts to pharmacies that could not influence doctors' prescribing practices. The pharmacy plaintiffs claimed these differential discounts stemmed from a price-fixing conspiracy instead of normal market forces. After an unfavorable federal court ruling, several drug makers agreed to settle the case. The eventual settlement approved by a federal court provided that drug makers would generally offer the same up-front discounts to all buyers. However, because the court did not condemn the use of back-end rebates, the
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settlement preserved the ability of drug makers to offer different net prices to different buyers through the use of rebates. Critics of current proposals to adopt a point-of-sale rebate system argue that doing so may violate the terms of the approved 1990s settlement. However, the 1990s settlement only involved certain manufacturers and only covered conduct for a three-year period. Thus, allowing drug makers to build in rebates at the point-of-sale would not violate the terms of this 20-year-old settlement.

A point-of-sale rebate system would generate a few implementation issues. First, because some portion of rebates is generally based on the market share attained in a given period, the full rebate amount may not be known at the point of sale. In addition, if all rebates were passed through at the point of sale, the results of negotiations between PBMs and drug makers would no longer be private. Much like the previously discussed full disclosure of rebate terms could reduce the rebates that manufacturers offer to PBMs, point-of-sale rebates that are transparent to rivals could have the same effect. That is, manufacturers would likely offer lower rebates if the purchase prices of drugs were to reflect all negotiated rebates. Currently, manufacturers offer different rebates and discounts to different PBMs and drug plans, depending on how many beneficiaries they cover. However, if rebates were visible to anyone because they were fully reflected in the purchase price, manufacturers would be reluctant to offer significant rebates to one PBM or drug plan because other PBMs would demand the same terms. Similarly, the manufacturers’ rivals could learn the specifics of their negotiated rebates and then offer the same or better terms.

A partial pass-through of rebates at the point-of-sale would solve both problems. Under this system, some sizable portion of the total rebate would apply at the point-of-sale to reduce patient out-of-pocket spending. Then, at the end of the period, drug makers would pay additional rebates if the revenue generated from the drug plan’s members met negotiated market share thresholds. Drug plans could retain this later portion of the rebate to lower costs for all beneficiaries by decreasing co-pays or cost-sharing obligations. Alternatively, drug plans could reimburse the original patient for this additional rebate, just as current health insurers often reimburse patients who pay too much
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up front for medical services. A partial point-of-sale rebate system would also protect competitively-sensitive information about the total rebates negotiated between drug makers and PBMs.

In January 2019, the HHS and OIG issued a Proposed Rule that would create a new safe harbor from anti-kickback laws to protect point-of-sale rebates under federal health care programs like Medicare Part D and Medicaid.¹²⁸ Moreover, several drug plans have adopted a version of point-of-sale rebates on their own. United Healthcare, which owns PBM OptumRX, began passing along a portion of rebates at the point-of-sale to some patients in 2019.¹²⁹ Similarly, PBM Express Scripts has announced that, for one set of its drug plan clients, it will pass through 100% of the rebates it receives from drug makers at the point-of-sale.¹³⁰ However, because many drug plans do not have sufficient bargaining power to demand a point-of-sale rebate arrangement from their PBM, only legislation or agency action can achieve this change for all plans and patients.

CONCLUSION

PBMs’ role as the middlemen between drug manufacturers, pharmacies, and drug plans can lead to significant conflicts of interest that pit PBMs’ profit incentives against efforts to minimize drug costs. Manufacturer rebates paid to PBMs give rise to the most significant conflict of interest because they give PBMs the incentive to favor more expensive drugs and encourage drug price increases in order to increase their own profits. Although a portion of the increasing rebate dollars may eventually find its way to patients in the form of lower co-pays, many patients—both insured and uninsured—still suffer from increasing drug prices.

The current manufacturer rebate system is a variation of selective contracting that has been employed in the provision of health care since the 1980s. Selective contracting involves exclusive arrangements between insurers and medical providers under which the insurer channels patients to the provider in exchange for the provider offering

significantly discounted prices. In the case of manufacturer rebates, drug plans and PBMs channel patients to specific drugs on a drug plan’s formulary in exchange for the manufacturer paying significant rebates to the PBM. Selective contracting has been found to greatly reduce the cost of doctors’ and hospitals’ provision of health care services. It has also generated significant manufacturer rebates that could be used to lower the cost of drugs. Unfortunately, savings are often retained by PBMs and do not make it to the patients who need them most. The current system also creates the perverse incentive for drug manufacturers to increase drug prices.

Reforms of the current rebate system should try to preserve the benefits of selective contracting—the negotiated savings generated from current rebate-for-formulary arrangements. However, they should also aim to minimize the costs of the system—the incentives to increase drug prices and the failure of rebates to lower patients’ out-of-pocket spending at the pharmacy. Moreover, reforms that do not completely dismantle the current system are the most feasible to implement in the immediate future.

Replacing the current after-purchase rebate system with partial point-of-sale rebates is the best way to achieve these goals in the near future. Under this system, a sizable portion of rebates would pass through to the patient at the pharmacy counter, or “point-of-sale.” Thus, these rebates would be guaranteed to save patients money rather than end up in the hands of PBMs. Partial point-of-sale rebates would maintain current selective contracting arrangements between drug manufacturers and drug plans, which generate significant rebate payments that lower the net price of drugs. However, because PBMs would not retain much of the rebates, they would have little incentive to promote higher list prices. Slower growth in list prices would benefit all patients—both insured and uninsured—by reducing out-of-pocket drug spending. Moreover, a partial point-of-sale rebate system would also protect competitively-sensitive information about the total rebates negotiated between drug makers and PBMs.

Policymakers must understand the critical role that PBMs play in drug pricing and the conflicts of interest inherent in the PBM business model. A point-of-sale rebate system would better align incentives between PBMs, drug plans, and patients, ensuring that PBMs benefit, not harm, drug plans and their patients. Fortunately, HHS is headed in the right direction with its January 2019 proposal to replace retrospective rebates with point-of-sale rebates in Medicare Part D and Medicaid. Congress should act to ensure that the benefits of point-of-sale rebates are realized in commercial health plans as well.